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Abstract--- There are various platforms provided by the 

social Networking sites networks such as Facebook, 

LinkedIn, Twitter, Google, Trip advisor, holidayiq.com & 

YouTube and Twitter to the marketing of products and 

services for the hotel industry. Social networking sites offers 

media technologies that can facilitate online functionality 

and monitoring perspectives wherein the data gathered can 

be used to develop their services for customer satisfaction. 

The hotel industry can market themselves in social 

networking sites. Hotel industry can use social networking 

sites to engage customers and clients in dialogue and 

recognize their needs. Through these networking sites, hotel 

industry can interact with consumers before, during, and 

after the vacation experience. Social networking sites is 

relatively new and the advantages are abundance such as it 

is affordable, it is viral and has the potential to spread brand 

awareness quickly and far and it is said to be able to develop 

link baits, attention and massive amounts of traffic. 

However, it may not be appropriate for all hotel chains. The 

purpose of this study is to evaluate the effects of social 

networking sites  in the hotel  industry. 

Keywords:Social networking sites, Hotel Industry,   

I. INTRODUCTION: 

A social networking service is an online service, platform, 

or site that focuses on building and reflecting of social 

networks or social relations among people, who, for 

example, share interests and/or activities within their 

individual networks. Internet is the emerging information 

technology with the credibility of immediacy and fastness. 

Thus, it brings globalization in every aspect of 

communication. Communication through internet is more 

specified with effective interactive strategy among its user.     
A social networking site is an online service, platform, or 

site that focuses on building and reflecting of social 

networks or social relations among people, who, for 

example, share interests and/or activities.  

A social network service consists of a representation of each 

user (often a profile), his/her social links, and a variety of 

additional services. Most social network services are web-

based and provide means for users to interact over the 

Internet, such as e-mail and instant messaging. Online 

community services are sometimes considered as a social 

network service, though in a broader sense, social network 

service usually means an individual-centered service 

whereas online community services are group-centered. 

Social networking sites allow users to share ideas, activities, 

events, and interests within their individual networks. The 

main types of social networking services are those that 

contain category places (such as former school year or 

classmates), means to connect with friends (usually with 

self-description pages), and a recommendation system 

linked to trust. Social networking companies continue 

developing their products, SNS applications are growing. 

Which are sometimes helpful? 

A Social network (SN) is a web site on the Internet that 

brings people together in a central online community to 

share ideas and interests, to talk and make new friends. 

Examples of popular social networking web sites include: 

Facebook, Linkedin, Twitter, Google+, Tripadvisor, 

holidayiq and YouTube. 

Online social networks can be seen in various forms for 

many years and have begun to achieve worldwide notice in 

the past few years. Recently, social networking web sites 

have experienced an explosive growth in their number of 

visitors. Social networks have become popular worldwide 

because people are able to communicate with each other 

faster and easier. Different forms of social networks web 

sites are created with different reason, depending on the 

users’ lifestyle, hobbies and tastes. Carfi and Chastaine 

(2008) mentioned that despite their differences, social 

networks web sites do, on the other hand, commonly show a 

number of the same concepts. (Cerado-Haystack-Executive 

briefing of social networking 2008) 

A. Each SN has the following concepts: 

1) Profile page – An online profile is created by each 

member of a particular SN, which serves as the 

individual´s identity.  

2) Connections- The connection is both explicit and 

implicit. It can derive from past actions, such as sending 

an email to another member or the network or set up 

and created by the member themselves. (Cerado-

Haystack-Executive briefing of social networking, 

2008.  

Social Networks generate enormous power. From one of the 

static web pages, they change to online space for business 

and a 

Thus, SN is generally described as the convergence of 

technologies that make it possible for people to easily 

communicate and form new communities online. (Metz, 

2008) However, it is questioned what online social 

networking is in it means by business. 

B. Glossary 

1) Facebook 

A social networking site where conversations take place 

between friends and family, to share photographs or 

humorous links you find on the Web and even locate long-

lost friends. 

2) LinkedIn 

A professional social network that connects one to trusted 

contacts and enables one to exchange knowledge and  
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opportunities with a network of professionals. 

3) Twitter 

Is a Miniature Blog where one can keep people abreast of 

what an individual is up to without 

the need to spend a lot of time writing an entire post on the 

subject. 

4) YouTube 

Is a website where an individual is able to upload, share and 

view videos. 

5) Google++ 

Bring your conversations to life with Hangouts; respond to 

Google+ posts without leaving your inbox, share photos 

with one click and more, all right from Gmail 

6) Trip advisor 

Is the world's largest travel site enabling travelers to plan 

and have the perfect trip? TripAdvisor offers trusted advice 

from real travelers and a wide variety of travel choices and 

planning features with seamless links to booking tools.  

7) Holidayiq.com 

Central stage I unique offering designed to put in focus and 

enhance its online reputation with central stage your 

adverting budgets will be targeted at the travelers in the 

other words, no wastage of budget vis-à-vis other media and 

better effectiveness. 

II. BACKGROUND 

The hospitality industry is a broad category of fields within 

the service industry that includes lodging, restaurants, event 

planning, theme parks, transportation, cruise line, and 

additional fields within the tourism industry. The hospitality 

industry is a several billion dollar industry that mostly 

depends on the availability of leisure time and disposable 

income. A hospitality unit such as a restaurant, hotel, or 

even an amusement park consists of multiple groups such as 

facility maintenance, direct operations 

(servers, housekeepers, porters, kitchen workers, bartenders, 

etc.), management, marketing, and human resources. 

III.  OBJECTIVES 

A. The following are the objectives of my study 

1) To study how SNS benefit the growth of Hotel 

Industries. 

2) To identify Business potential in Pune area for 

social networking sites. 

3) To study the impact of Demographic of the 

customers have on hotel industry business 

a. w.r.t to SNS. 

4) To study how SNS helps in gaining competitive 

advantage to Hotel industry  

5) To evaluate the viral Marketing strategy of Social 

Networking sites for Hotel Industries growth.  

6) To study the promotional activities for company 

product with the help of social networking sites. 

IV. HYPOTHESIS 

Hypothesis - 1  

Social networking site trigger Hotel Industries 

growth  

Hypothesis - 2 

Innovative Advertising Technique can be  

effectively used with the help of Social Networking 

Sites in Hotel Industries 

Hypothesis - 3  

Social networking provides limited scope of 

interaction with Hotel Industries partners 

Hypothesis - 4  

Gender, Age, Education, Occupation, Income & 

frequency of respondent significantly effects 

business practices of Hotel w.r.t Social networking 

site  

Hypothesis – 5  

Gender, Age, Education, Occupation, Income & 

frequency of respondent significantly impacts the 

benefits of Social networking site for Hotel 

business  

V. SCOPE & LIMITATION OF RESEARCH  

1) Study was restricted to Pune Municipal 

Corporation & Pimpri Chinchwad Municipal 

Corporation in  Pune region 

2) Company means Hotels in Pune  

3) Time Frame was limited to 2009-2013 

VI. RESEARCH METHODOLOGY  

As the study involves not only quantitative but also 

qualitative information, a triangulation of methodology was 

employed to generate both quantitative as well as qualitative 

information. In order to generate information on the 

quantitative aspects of the study, structured questionnaires, 

and Interview were employed as the tools. For obtaining 

qualitative information from the respondents, methods such 

as In-depth Interview and Observation were used. 

Unstructured Interviews were conducted to elicit qualitative 

information and to have a deeper insight to the issues. 

A. Data Collection: 

1) . Primary Data 

a. Questionnaire 

b. Interview, Discussion 

c. Email  

2) Secondary Data Sources:  

a. Books 

b. Journals, Magazine 

c. Company Publications: Newsletter, 

Advertisement/Brochure/Annual Reports /

 Company Profiles  

d. Social networking Sites 

B. SAMPLE DESIGN: 

1) Type of research design:  

a Descriptive/Qualitative  

2)  Contact Method:  

a Personal Interview, Telephonic, email 

Method. 

3) Sample Design:  

a Sample universe  –   

50 Hotels (MTDC) & Pune Region 

b Sample size  –   

19 Hotel Industries & 231 Customers 

c Sample method  –   

Non Probabilistic Purpose quota sampling 
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VII. HYPOTHESIS TESTING  

 
With 231 completed questionnaire comprising of 8 items, 

factor analysis revealed a one-factor structure that explained 

46.244% of total variance. The criterion for retaining the 

one factor was eigen values greater than one and the ability 

to describe and label each factor. To assess the reliability of 

responses, Cronbach’s alpha coefficient was calculated, and 

is found to be acceptable for the items within each factor 

solution. Also, Kaiser–Meyer–Olkin (KMO) measure of 

sampling adequacy was found to be 0.874, which is 

adequate. There is the obligatory requirement of 0.60 or 

above for Cronbach’s alpha coefficient to demonstrate 

internal consistency of the established scales (Nunnally, 

1988). Likewise, the minimum acceptable value of KMO is 

0.5 (Othman and Owen, 2001). Therefore, it can be 

concluded that the matrix did not suffer from 

multicollinearity or singularity. Thus, the statistical and 

factor analysis tests showed the proposed items and 

dimensions of the instrument were sound enough to measure 

the effects of SNS in a hotel business. 
The significance of most items under benefits and effects of 

SNS on Hotel business have been found significant while 

classifying respondents based on gender, age, occupation, 

income and frequency as its value is more than 0.05. Many 

hypotheses have been found supported  

VIII. DATA COLLECTION & ANALYSIS 

This Study outlines the framework for defining and using 

social network sites that are followed by Hotel Industry in 

different sectors. The primary research is based on the 

conceptual constructs gathered through secondary research. 

The Social networks are the parameters thus outlined are put 

to test through primary research. 

A. Q. 1. What are the features would you like on your 

company website..? 

 
Fig. 1: features 

B. INTERPRETATION 

 In the feature liked in the company website is analyse the 

chart that the direct link from the website to social network 

sites covered 14% people and information about the 

company occure the 15% and facilities for conventional 

purchasing is 8%, price information of product  and service 

is 12% 

C. Q. 2. Which of the online social network sites (SNSs) 

does your company use. 

 
Fig. 3 

D. INTERPRETATION: 

The company has been using websites are above in the 

graph where the facebook using in the company is higher 

percentage which is 23% and remark is 16 and after for the 

promotion of product and creating customer strength which 

using other website with 21% and normally the company 

using average website for the appropriate intensive growth 

of the company does other twitter, LinkedIn and google+ 

and for the business intensive of travel used tripadvisor.com. 

E. Q. 3.  Which of these social networks marketing tools 

does your company makes use of? Rate in order of 

importance where 1=not at all important and 5= very 

important 

 
Fig. 4: Rate in order of importance 

F. INTERPRETATION: 

 In the wall-posting activities for the product the company 

analysis through above pie-chart indicate that there are more 

than 33% companies are consider to very important and 

27% company gives the important response and 20% 

companies response the average response with 3 rating point 

and other 13% companies gives the less important response 

with 2 rating point. 

G. Q. 4. Which of these social networks marketing tools 

does your company   ? 
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Fig. 5 

H. INTERPRETATION: 

In the blog of the company there are 33% companies 

indicate very important with 5 rating point and 27% 

companies 11 companies gives the rating 4 which means 

important and  6 companies  gives 3 rating which is mean 

average and 3 companies gives not at all response with 3 

rating point. 

I. Q. 5. Video [Q. 8. Which of these social networks 

marketing tools does your company makes use of? Rate in 

order of importance where 1=not at all important and 5= 

very important 

 
Fig. 6 

J. INTERPRETATION: 

The company using video tools for network marketing is 

there are 4 companies gives very important and 8 companies 

gives important response and some 8 companies gives 

average response and low important there are 2 companies 

gives the response. 

K. Q. 6 .Which of these social networks marketing tools 

does your company makes use of? 

 
Fig. 7 

L. INTERPRETATION: 

Photo tools are one of the most important tools into the 

social network marketing to promote the new product into 

the social market. There are analysis through the graph 11 

companies are gives the 5 rating which mean very important 

tools for the product and 7 companies gives important and 5 

companies are response average indication in the social 

network marketing and  none of the other company gives 

less important and not at all important response. 

M. Q. 7. Which of these social networks marketing tools 

does your company makes use of ? 

 
Fig. 8 

N. INTERPRETATION: 

Gallery is the tools which is used by company to promoting 

the product and there are analysis is 8 companies are gives 5 

rating points which means it is very important for the 

business and also 8 companies gives 4 rating points which 

means important and 5 companies gives 3 rating points with 

average and 2 companies gives 2 rating points with less 

important for the social networking strategy for the 

business. 

Q-8.pop of- Which of these social networks marketing tools 

does your company makes use of? 

 
Fig. 9 

O. INTERPRETATION: 

These marketing tools is analysed as per the graph where 2 

companies gives only 5 rating points with 20% response and 
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other 10 companies gives 4 rating points which means 

important with 100% response and other average response 

are carry out with 60% and less important are 20% and not 

at all response gives 30% with 3 companies gives 1 rating 

point for that particular tools. 

P. 9. Which of these social networks marketing tools does 

your company makes use of? 

Which of these social networks marketing tools 

does your company makes use of? 

Rate 

(A) Very important 5 5 

(B) important 4 7 

(C) Average 3 7 

(D) low important 2 1 

(E) Not at all Important 1 3 

Table 1 

 
Fig. 10 

Q. INTERPRETATION: 

 As per the analysis of micro-blogging tools we can see in 

the chart where there are 5 companies gives 5 rating point 

with 50% and other 7 companies gives response 4 rating 

points which means important with 70% and other 70% 

average indicated the 3 rating points and 10% response with 

less important tools for the social marketing tools. 

R. Q. 8. Social-bookmarking [Q-8. Which of these social 

networks marketing tools does your company makes use of? 

Rate in order of importance where 1=not at all important 

and 5= very important 

S. INTERPRETATION: 

In the tools social-book marking there are 8 companies 

gives 5 rating points with 80% response and 6 companies 

gives 4 rating point with 60% response, 5 companies gives 

average response 3 rating point with 50% and other less 

important and not at all response come from the 3 

companies with 20% response. 

T. Q. 9. Discussion Group [Q-8. Which of these social 

networks marketing tools does your company makes use of? 

Rate in order of importance where 1=not at all important 

and 5= very important 

 

 
Fig. 11 

U. INTERPRETATION: 

Discussion group tools considered the rating point which is 

indicate on the above graph that 3 companies gives 5 rating 

points which means very important with 13% response and 

8 companies gives 4 rating points which means important 

with 35% and other 8 companies also gives 3 rating points 

with average with same 35% and 1 companies gives 2 rating 

with less important with 4%. 

V. Q. 9. How would you categorize your company business 

practices on social network sites? 

 
Fig. 10 

W. INTERPRETATION: 

Companies practices on social networking is analyzed that 

supplier driven is get 1 rating with 10% and customer driven 

indicates 50%, sales and income driven with 30%, own 

marketing/ business strategy response with 70%, improving 

marketing strategy is 30% and reduces price of advertising. 

IX. FINDING & CONCLUSIONS 

1) SNS creates a real Connection between companies and 

customers; that connection creates a trend for purchase 

intensity. 

2) It is evident from the result SNS trigger the Hotel 

industry growth in Pune region 

3) SNS provide ample of opportunities for interacting with 

Hotel industries partners 
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4) SNS provides a platform to innovative advertising to be 

effectively used for business growth of Hotel industries 

5) Customers demographic play a vital role on business 

practices of the hotels wrt SNS  

6) From data interpretation we observed that hotel 

industry in Pune prefer Face book and Tripadvisor.in 

more than any other SNS for their Promotional 

activities 

7) Hotel Industries uses promotional tools like Blogs, 

video, Photo, Gallery. Popup and Micro-Blogging for  

enhancing visibility in SNS 

8) Hotel Industry with use of SNS can gain competitive 

advantage by reducing advertising cost , create 

awareness, capture large market, able to transact  

globally , can improve customer service quality and 

acquire new customers. 
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